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BATCircle2.0 – Consortium

Joint industry-academia project (2021-2024):
• 2nd phase after the 1st BATCircle phase (2019-2021)
  • Since project is ongoing, it cannot be joined anymore, but Advisory Board membership applications are open
• Coordinated by Aalto University
• Total budget of 19 M€ (funded by Business Finland)

1) Open research
• Performed by 6 research organizations (ROs)
  • 4 universities and 2 research centers

2) Confidential R&D research
• Performed by 15 companies

Goals:
• Improving the manufacturing processes of mining industry, metals and battery chemicals industries as well as developing innovations in the battery value chain
• Increasing the recycling of lithium-ion batteries
• Strengthening the cooperation between companies and ROs in Finland
The advisory board was established in order to extend the battery network from Finland, Europe and worldwide. The role of the advisory board members is informal and does not require any resources/fixed manpower from participating organizations. The advisory board will support the consortium with joint meetings, e.g., in the best practices related to the health and safety aspects in different LIB processing activities in Finland and Europe. The BATCircle2.0 project aims to find means of adding value to the Finnish battery metals sector. Strengthening the collaboration between companies and research organizations within the battery sector.
Advisory board benefits

What do the members receive?

• Invitations to open research result seminar annually (usually 1–2 in autumn/December)
  • Chance to meet consortium/advisory board members
  • Hear about developments in open research projects (occurring in research organizations)
  • Share and exchange knowledge with other companies and leaders in the battery industry

• Invitations to different webinars related to the battery industry

• An opportunity to arrange webinars/discussions on topics of your choosing for the consortium/advisory board members
How to join Advisory Board?

• We are looking for members with an interest towards Finnish battery sector

• Send your desire to join to project manager (Sipi Seisko, sipi.seisko@aalto.fi), describing your interest and competences

• Advisory board membership is free of charge
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